
Icelandic Iglooers Draft Agenda 

Iceland amazingly is still in the Ice Age, which I find 

fascinating.  As I have researched even more into this icy 

island I am so excited about this reccie tour. There is so much 

to do and see with a whole host of natural wonders – picture 

volcanic landscapes, erupting geysers and thermal lagoons.  

 

Land of fire and ice 

Volcanoes, mountains, glaciers, geysers, lava fields, hot springs… natural wonders certainly 

aren’t in short supply in Iceland. The spectacular island, which hovers just below the Arctic 

Circle, is one of the most geologically active places in the world.  

Getting Out There 

The reccie will include two guided tours and my aim is to visit the volcano Hekla and explosive 

craters such as Kerid, plus the Geyser region and Gullfoss Waterfalls.* Also there will be 

optional tours you can book from the tourist office to suit varied budgets (see more information 

later). One of the most popular daytrips is the Golden Circle, a 300-kilometre circuit which takes 

in mammoth waterfalls, tectonic ridge zones, and planet earth’s original geyser. Another must-

do is the Blue Lagoon – a huge geothermal hot tub, whose waters hover around a toasty 37 

degrees. Plus ice caving, whale spotting and so much more at your choice! 

Our tour will offer accommodation in a guest house in the capital city of Reykjavik which offers 

a great base with lots of surrounding bars and restaurants.  No meals are included but there is a 

kitchen to use for breakfast and I aim to hit local restaurants for dinner or we can cook a few 

meals.  Iceland can be pricey to eat out and often lunch is a better value option but I have some 

great tips on where to eat, like the locals! 

I'm sure you're aware with a tour company to go to Iceland would be at least quadruple the 

price so this is a fabulous deal as a reccie tour. Plus you can budget the extra tours you want. I 

hope to do a few local walks also from Reykjavik as there are lots of local nature reserves, lakes 

and hiking paths through woodland. 

The price is £500 and a deposit of £100 will be required at time of booking and you must take 

out travel insurance and complete a booking form as a duty of care on my behalf.  

The tour is restricted to 10 people  due to guide and accommodation restrictions and 5 places 

are already booked. Flights are great value from Manchester and Luton but they are on the 

increase as Iceland is becoming a very popular tourist resort. Grab them quick! 

So Much to Do with so Little Time 

This tour will be a superb taster to anyone visiting Iceland for the first time or a returning 

visitor wanting a little bit more. 



Agenda (This is a Draft and please be aware it is a reccie tour) 

Day 1 Arrival at Reykjavik with transfer to Guest House and start of the adventure 

Day 2 Getting to know the area visiting the Old Town.  To make the best of our tour we will 

visit the Tourist Information Office to get some maps, bus route timetables, brochures and 

take a look at the best deals for our optional tours.  That way we will all make the best of 

our visit plus time to purchase our Reykjavik Tourist card with unlimited bus use and free 

entrance into lots of museums and swimming pools. We’ll walk up to the top of the 

Hallgrimskirkja Church Tower for a panoramic view of the city then a lunch stop before 

more getting to know the local area. Reykjavik is a city of statues and we will enjoy a statue 

photo competition. Also bring your costume as there may be an opportunity for a swim!  

Day 3 Guided Tour Here dependent upon numbers I aim to do the Hekla Tour.* Please do 

some research but this is an exciting adventure Hekla still being an active volcano.  

Day 4 Optional Tour Hopefully we can all choose similar tours from the TIC and this would 

be a great day to do the Blue Lagoon (Average cost is 40 Euros) 

Day 5 - Optional Tour The Reykjanes Penninsula.       In the centre of the peninsula is the 

nature reserve of Reykjanesfolkvangur. In amongst the hiking tracks are some amazing lava 

formations and in the south of the area a geothermal area with impressive mud springs and 

steaming vents. In the middle is Lake Klefavatn and watch out for the resident monster. (It is 

reputed it was in this area where the last elk was killed. ) 

Day 6 - Optional Tour -Maybe whale spotting. The Golden Circle or Ice Caving? 

Day 7 Coastal Walk-Depending upon numbers I hope for a guided coastal walk if I feel a 

guide is required. I am currently talking to a local guide and the tourist information.  

Day 8 Departure  

Must Visits:- 

The Drowning Pool - More details to follow -Watch out ladies! Google  if you’re scared! 

Videy Island - Via ferry every two hours. The island is situated on a volcano and has been a 

religious centre since the 12th centre hosting the second oldest church in Iceland. Lovely 

walks and fine basalt cliffs to see. I love travelling over water! 

Must Dos 

 Alcohol is extremely expensive in Iceland and it is recommend by the TIO that you buy 

it at duty free. Check out the limits and I will offer further information. You can buy  

local beer reasonably.  

 Buy a Book about Iceland as this land will enthral you 


